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Introduction
This Hearing Statement is submitted on behalf of the Pinkham Way Alliance
(PWA).
Pinkham Way Alliance is a community campaign group which came together
in early 2011 when residents living in the surrounding area of the Pinkham
Way site became concerned about plans by the North London Waste
Authority (NLWA) to develop the site for a large scale MBT waste facility.
Since then, PWA has taken an active interest in and has participated in the
preparation of the original Submission version of the North London Waste
Plan, the Haringey Local Plan: Strategic Policies document and the Haringey
Site Allocations DPD, having made representations to and appeared at the
examinations in public of all those plans.
PWA has approximately 3000 supporters
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1.

Question 38
Are the land take requirements in Table 7 robust and should the Plan seek to
provide opportunity to intensify capacity at existing sites by seeking more efficient
use of land?

1.1

As well as requiring the opportunity to intensify capacity at existing sites by optimising the
use of land –horizontal footprint plus vertical opportunities1 – the intensification of capacity
should be considered via improving the productivity of existing throughput / processes. Few
UK industries would expect to survive without continuous improvement in their productivity;
waste processes are unlikely to be devoid of similar opportunity.

1.2

The implications from both site intensification mechanisms to the capacity gap (if then any)
and its resulting land take need (if then any) should be brought out.
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